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$10+up Contact Tobias: (204) 668-9639
Wheels for 944 Turbo 16 inch 16x7 16x8 rear. 5 phone dials - (3
front 2 rear) , 4 flat dish (2 front 2 rear) $1000 takes it all.
Call Kurt Daunheimer 1-306-584-1507
Two 14 inch Nardi wood steering wheels for sale. These are
authentic Nardis. One is in very good condition - $250.00; the other
has a crack in the wood which is reparable - $200.00. Call Gord at 9522969 or e-mail cdn914@mts.net .
Parts from a 1986 944 turbo/ 951: Steering column with
functioning ignition lock, with key; all underdash components, such as
A/C, heater, wiring, pedals, switches. All parts will fit regular 944
also. Call David, 269-0019
1971 911 Targa convertible, for parts, or to restore a rusty or bent
Targa. Not accident damaged, nearly rust-free, but suffered interior
fire damage. $2000 or offer. Call David, 269-0019
245-16" and 225-16" Comp TA R-1 and Hoosier tires, the stickiest
tires made. Still several left; make an offer - I need more room!
Call David at 269-0019
22
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Red River Region Calendar of Events
January 29, 2005
February 12
March 6
Sun May 15th
May 28th(tentative)
May 29th
June (Date TBA)

Rally
Contact David Grant
Valentine’s Party
RSVP to Vicki 269-0019
First Formula 1of 2005
Contact Tobias
Spring Cruise.
Location TBA
Auto Haus Clinic
Auto Haus Porsche
Autocross
Location TBA
Evening cruise to
Contact Tobias
Drive-in theatre (if it’s still open)
July 17th
Sunflower festival Alonta Drive
July 24th
Porsche Pool Party
Contact Malcolm
August 21st(tentative) Porsche BBQ
Contact Tobias
Sun Sep18
Cruise for MS
Contact Malcolm
Oct 15th
PCA Movie Night
Contact Wayne
December (Date TBA) PCA XMAS party
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as the rally gets closer. I will
then hope to get a confirmation
out a couple of weeks before the
rally. If just one person comes
out that hasn’t participated in a

rally yet, I will consider my job
done. If everyone has a good
time at the rally then I’ll consider
my job well done. See you there.

Quiz Answers
1:Answers:
1) D
2) B
3) D
4) A
5) C

6) D
7) B
8) B
9) D
10) B
Classifieds:

1987 944S Guard's Red with black interior. Second owner, never
smoked in, excellent condition. Power leather seats; dash and seats
replaced with the most perfect now available- no tears or cracks. 2.5 L
188 net HP 16 valve engine; 5 speed. Nearly perfect antilock 4-wheel
disk brakes. 80 L fuel tank for up to 1000 km per fill! Extra set of
rims available. Late offset car, Boxster, 993, 996-style rims can be
used. $9500 Cdn or offer. Call Mark at 269-1972
1981 911 Turbo, 43,000km. 935 Brakes, Bursch exhaust, Fully
Loaded, 4spd, Exc Cond, $39,000 Call Wilf 888-8349
Wanted: Radar jammer and police band radio. Email me at
krd@mac.com or call 254-5178. Kevin R. Dill
1991 Porsche 911C2 Cabriolet light blue ext. & black power roof
with off white leather interior,72,400 miles, Fully loaded with a/c,
alarm, tipronic trans., new tires/brakes etc. Asking $42.500 Rob @
229-3272
Wanted Mid - late 80’s 911 preferably 930. Call Dean: 1-807-2234463
Wanted 1997 - 1999 Porsche Boxster Please Call Evan with details
(204) 589-9333(w), (204) 837-6644(h) evanp@marinerneptune.com
Parts for 924 Turbo - Lots of parts. Some fit 944 or 924/924S
(Continued on page 22)
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haven’t figured out the points
structure yet, however I’ve
already invested several hours
into the planning of this event.
The rally will start at Auto Haus
Porsche on a yet to be determined
April Afternoon.
The end
location of the rally will be a
secret location that can be figured
out based on the solving of clues
during the rally.
Each participant will receive a
sealed envelope with the answers
to the clues that lead to the finish
line. Any participant that opens
this envelope will automatically
be deducted substantial points

that will go against their results.
I have yet to set a date for this
rally. I will confirm a date before
the printing of the next
newsletter.
Hopefully you’ll all come out and
enjoy an afternoon of discovering
some of Winnipeg’s more
interesting sites while cruising in
your finely built Porsche
automobile.
Since there is a great effort in
setting up this rally, I would
really appreciate it if people
interested in participating let me
know. This will help me prepare

President’s Column
By: Malcolm Hinds

The elections went off rather
smoothly with the slate of officers
put forward by the nominating
committee prevailing. A “last call”
for nominations was made at the
November meeting, but no other
names were submitted thus the
nominating committee’s slate was
accepted by acclamation.
This election presented the
Region with a number of new
aspects. It was the first election
under the new rules of our

revised constitution. Under these
rules, elections are now held
every year for all Board positions.
As well, PCA-registered Family
Members may also hold office and
that occurred this year with
Marcia Tait, Family Member to
Bruce Tait being elected as
Treasurer. Marcia has been
acting in the position during the
last few months of 2004. As well,
we welcome the Board a
relatively new member to our
club – Brian Hanson who takes
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over as Secretary. For the record,
your Board for 2005 is:
Malcolm Hinds
President
Tobias Theobald Vice President
Brian Hanson
Secretary
Marcia Tait
Treasurer
David Grant
Past President
(Ex Officio Member)
On behalf of the Board, I wish to
thank Wayne Schellekens for his
tour of duty as Secretary. Wayne
is retiring to take care of
(growing) family matters but will
continue as Webmaster. During
his tenure, we were faced with
compliance with the Privacy Act
and Wayne led the effort to get
us on track with this important
legislation.

At PCA National, word is that
the new membership system will
become fully operational during
2005 although it has been
undergoing parallel/ trial
running for the past 3 months.
When the implementation finally
occurs, we will have more
accurate and timely information
on our members and their status.
In closing, if you have any
thoughts regarding events that
you would like to see included in
our list, or if you would like to
offer help, please contact any
member of the Board.
On behalf of the Board, I wish
each and every one of you safe
and happy motoring in 2005.

Thank You, Rob!
By Malcolm Hinds

Since the PCA Board granted our
Charter in 1999, the Charter
certificate has sat in its mailing
envelope. At the last club
meeting, it was dusted off and
shown to the gathered members
in celebration of our fifth
anniversary. Upon seeing this,

one of our members, Rob
Clement, offered to take away the
certificate and have it mounted
and framed.
This is now complete and our
Charter looks infinitely more
distinguished than before. So, to
Rob, a big THANK YOU!

Our Newest Members — Welcome To The PCA Family
•
•

Ken & Tyler Cybulski
Rick & Lorrie Dobel

1971 911E
2004 Boxster S
(Spyder Special Edition)
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263 Gunn Road - Mailing Address: Box 57, GRP 512, RR 5,
Winnipeg, MB - Canada - R2C 2Z2
Phone. (204) 942-2600 or (204) 222-9191

-

Fax. (204) 222-7303

**********************************************************************

1. Photo Rally
• The Participant’s sheet will
have
photos
of
intersections and
landmarks.
These
locations need to be visited,
or intersections crossed. In
most cases there will be
something to find at these
locations to solve a clue in
the rally.
2. Gimmick Rally
• Instructions on the rally
sheet may have slight
errors that are intentional
to trick the participant.
For example, imagine that
you are directed down

Portage and told to turn at
Smyth St. Since there is no
Smyth St. in Winnipeg
(It’s called Smith St.) you
would need to continue
straight.
3. Hint/Clue Rally
• A clue or riddle is given to
the next location.
4. Scavenger Hunt
• For points participants
must collect items.
Aside from when instructed, each
participant can complete the
items on their rally sheet in any
order they wish, just so long they
complete all mandatory tasks. I
19

(Continued from page
17)
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donated
by
Autohaus all
went to PCA
members.
Other
prizes
handed
out
were:
an
antifreeze
tester, a hat,
and a number
of restaurant
gift certificates.
Workers were
included in the
prize
draws.
Kris worked a
checkpoint, but
had to skip the Vicki Shows off one of the Prizes at
the Rally
party. Wayne

chose a kitchen
storage
unit
when her name
was
drawn,
although
he
was tempted to
take an auto
tube
connect
tool. The next
name
drawn
was Wayne's,
so he got to
pick the tool.
Nice that he
did not do the
typical
guy
thing and pick
tools as the
wife's gift.

November Rally Report
By: David Grant

We met at our new rally
sponsor's place, 660 Pembina.
This is a few miles further north
than our previous 5 rally seasons,
which started in Fort Richmond.
Auto Haus Porsche had their
secure parking lot open for us,
south of the building, so the fact
that most of the outer two lots
were full of cars for sale did not
matter. We all enjoyed the very
upscale look of their dealership.
Perhaps too much, as each time I
tried to start the driver's
meeting, there were several folks

off somewhere else. When we
got underway, cars were started
at 3+ minute intervals. This was
not enough to keep drivers from
playing follow the leader by the
first checkpoint.
It was a nice sunny day, with
mostly dry roads, in spite of the
snow which had fallen earlier in
the week.
The course took folks along lots
of riverfront, and past other
items of scenic interest. There
(Continued on page 17)

2005 Spring Fun Rally
By: Tobias Theobald

Those of you who have been at
the last few meetings will
undoubtedly have heard about the
Red River Region’s non T.S.D.
Rally.

TSD rallies. (And now David can
finally compete in a Red River
Region Rally)
The goal of this rally will be quite
simple.
To complete all the
objectives on your rally sheets by
driving minimum distance
required. There’s no driving an
average of x KM/H and there’s
not going to be “T left at 3.2KM”
instructions.

Rallies can be a lot of fun,
however the PCA lists rallies as
the least participated moving car
events. Many think that T.S.D
Rallies scare away would-be
ralliers based on the thought that
the rallies are difficult and
stressful. With this in mind, I This rally will incorporate the
decided to put on a fun rally that following rally styles I’ve read
doesn’t require the math and route about:
deciphering that some expect with
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Hello, Tobias. Just received my
copy of newsletter in today's mail.
I did notice, however, that
somewhere along the line in the
moving of my submitted text re:
new Boxster to print, my
wording "litronic lights" got
changed to "tiptronic lights". As
you know "litronic" is Porschespeak for Xenon headlights, while
"tiptronic" is the company's
nomenclature for it's driver-

controllable automatic
transmission. Would you mind
making a correction, i.e., erratum,
in next newsletter? Thanks.
Brian
Sure thing. I've never heard the
term litronic.
My spell check
dictionary does however have the
word tiptronic, so I probably just
spell checked it. My apologies

The Editor’s Column
By: Tobias Theobald

Most of you are used to receiving
your newsletters quite a bit
sooner than this issue.
I
apologize for this. As some of
you know by now, my computer
has been out of commission for
almost a month, due to numerous
components failing. With my
computer finally functional again,
I go straight to the grinding
stone and work away to minimize
the delay.
The newsletter that you enjoy six
times a year is produced entirely
on my home pc. From initial
draft to final print out, the whole
thing comes together in a home
office that’s a mere 8 1/2 by 14
feet. (With the exception of the
proof reading which is done by
8

David Grant.) The Red River
Region owns a laser printer
capable of double sided printing
and the 1500+ pages printed to
make each mailing print in a
roughly 2 hours. The only true
manual process is the folding
stapling and mailing, which are
easily done during an episode of
E.R. or one of the other
seemingly uninteresting
programs that air on TV these
days.
The newsletter can be a lot of
work those months when there
are only a few submissions or
only a single event, but it always
comes together; 99% of the time,
it’s on time.
Enjoy!

(Continued from page 7)

were about 20 questions, a new
record low! The course took
only 88 minutes, even with 3 rest
breaks along the way.
There were two cars which did
not stay on course enough to be
checked in at each checkpoint.
They were the lowest scoring in
timing as a result. One of them,
on the other hand, was the top
scorer in questions. The car that
stayed on schedule best had the
fewest correct answers Margins
of victory in each category were
2 answers and 1.5 minutes in
total early/late penalties. The

best car averaged a 3+ minute
penalty for each leg of the rally;
this is easy to beat for any of you
who stayed home! The best team
was only a couple of answers
from a perfect score, so the
questions were pretty easy.
As usual, everyone was happy
when it was over, and left happy.
As the WSCC President said as
he was leaving the party: "I do
not understand why there are not
30 to 35 cars at each one of
these." Come on out guys; next
chance January 29, 2005.
The very nice Porsche items

Photo by: Tobias Theobald

Letters to the Editor

Group photo of the rally participants, taken at Boston Pizza after the
rally prizes were handed out.
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2005 Winter TSD Rally January 29 2005
Where: Auto Haus
Porsche
Time:
1:00 p.m.
Cost:
PCA Members
FREE otherwise $5.00 per car
(2 occupants.)
Prizes for winning, party afterwards (as
usual) Bring a pen, clipboard, & watch.
You might want to bring a cell-phone, a stopwatch, and a
calculator

2005 Spring Fun Rally,
Coming April 2005

**********************************************************************

RRR Christmas Dinner Report:
By Tobias Theobald

Gimmick/Photo/Shortest
Distance Rally
Cost:

PCA Members FREE
otherwise $5.00 per car
(2 or more per car
recommended)
Trophies & Prizes. See Page 18

A total of twenty guests attended
the 5th annual Red River Region
Christmas Dinner. In the past
we’ve tried several locations and
ideas for the event.
It was
decided at a meeting earlier this
year that this year’s Christmas
Dinner would be held at
Winnipeg’s only German cuisine
restaurant, Gasthaus

Gutenberger.
Gasthaus is filled with National
symbols. A cuckoo clock greets
those who come in on the hour.
And photos of German scenery,
chalets and markets decorate the
walls. The dimly lit room with
candelabra style lamps hanging
from the ceiling and plenty of
wood trim help to give this place
9

a chalet atmosphere The menus
are all written in German with
English translation. This is not
the place to go for a steak, as you
won’t find it on the menu. Owner
and Master Chef Kurt Wagner
wants each of his guests to have
an evening vacation in Germany
during their stay at the Gasthaus.
Instead you will find things such
as Bayrische Grillhaxe (pork
hock), Gefülte kohl roulade
(stuffed cabbage rolls), Bratwurst,
and traditional German Lintel
soup on the menu. Which ever
you chose you can be assured the
meal will be cooked to perfection
and you will not leave hungry!
Our Christmas
party
started
around 6:30 with
cocktails. I had
arrived around
6:45 at which
time eight or
nine people had
already been in
attendance. By
shortly
after
7pm, all of the
expected guests
had
arrived.
Discussions
ranged
from
Automobiles to
wine
and
everything
in
between.
10

Throughout the evening an
accordion player would wander in
and out of each section of the
restaurant playing dinner music.
Stopping near our table three or
four times throughout the
evening, he played one or two
numbers each time he came by.
Judging by the applause, the
majority of PCA members
appreciated his efforts.
Shortly after Dinner, Malcolm
said a few words for those
present. He announced that the
club purchased a $15.00 gift
certificate for each member
present that could be used that

C. 1300-1500 Deg. F.
D. 2000- 2100 Deg. F
8. A red cooling shroud factory-installed on a 911 engine traditionally
indicates?
A. That they ran out of the black ones
B. The most powerful of the engine series for a particular year
C. The piece is hot, do not touch it
D. A specially prepared race engine
9. You are preparing to change the engine oil in your 1973 911E, with
5-speed manual transmission. How much oil is required?
A. 3.17 Gallons
B. 4.09 Gallons
C. 2.91 Gallons
D. 2.64 Gallons
10 .What did the 1977 924 have in common with the American
Motors Gremlin?
A. Nothing
B. Engine
C. Transmission
D. Brake rotors

(Continued on page 12)
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Porsche Quiz
Reprinted from “Chicago Scene”

1. The Type 964 is also known as the?
A. Carrera 2
B. Carrera 4
C. 1991 911 Turbo II
D. All of the above
2. The forged 5-spoke alloy wheel first appeared as standard on the?
A. 1966 911S
B. 1967 911S
C. 1968 911S
D. 1968 911L
3. A leak down test is performed to check?
A. Air leakage from tires
B. Brake system hydraulic system leakage
C. Length of time required to drain engine oil
D. Each cylinder’s ability to hold pressure
4. Porsche’s first production disc brake appeared on the?
A. Carrera 2
B. 356B
C. 904
D. 356C
5. The 1985 928S has how many different keys:
A. 2
B. 3
C. 4
D. 5
6. Oil spray jets for piston cooling
A. Have never been used by Porsche
B. Were first used for the 2.0S engine
C. Were used for all 911 engines
D. Were first used for the 1971 2.2 engine
7. The exhaust valves in a 356B will reach approximately what
temperature?
A. 1000-1200 Deg. F.
B. 1400-1600 Deg F.
14

Collectors Porsche 2005 wall
evening toward their meal. Some Calendar valued at over $100.00.
people used their gift certificate, These items were won by Dawn
others decided to hold onto them Hanson, Lloyd
Richardson,
until their next visit.
Then Bruce Tait, and the calendar was
Malcolm handed out sheets of won by Kris Schellekens.
paper
to
Malcolm
each person
then showed
and
asked
off our newly
them
to
f r a m e d
write down
Charter
their name
which
has
s i n c e
been sitting
Marcia Tait
in
it’s
a
n
d
m
a
i
l
i
ng
Autohaus
envelope for
Porsche had
the past five
generously
y e a r s .
donated
a
Thanks to
few
items
Rob Clement
towards
for having it
door prizes
framed for us
for
our
(See page 6
e v e n t .
for
the
Marcia had
article)
made
a
Christmas
A r o u n d
t r e e
9:30pm the
ornament,
and a tin of Malcolm poudly holds the red River party started
wind
Nuts
and Region Charter, which now has finally to
d
o
w
n .
Bolts snacks been framed thanks to Rob Clemet
H
o
l
i
d
ay
which were
wishes
of
won by Tobias Theobald, and
good
health
and
fortune
could
be
Daniel Kurtz respectively.
Autohaus donated a small model heard around in the room as
of the 911 Targa, Porsche people made their way home.
collector game cards, Porsche
parts express Notepad, and a
(Continued from page 10)
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